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Acronyms and abbreviations
Term / abbreviation

Definition/ expansion

ATM

Automated teller machine

CAGR

Compound annual growth rate

CAPSI

Central Association of Private Security Industry

CCTV

Closed circuit television

CIT

Cash in transit

CPD

Cash pick-up and delivery

ESI

Employees’ State Insurance

ESS

Electronic security services

FDI

Foreign direct investment

FICCI

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry

FY

Financial year

INR

Indian Rupee

PF

Provident Fund

PSARA

The Private Security Agencies (Regulation) Act

US$

United States Dollar
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Foreword

The private security industry has assumed a more critical role in recent years. With
the exponential growth of the Indian economy over the last two decades, the need
for security arrangements of industrial complexes, offices, IT parks and other public
infrastructures such as airports, metro stations, shopping malls and public utilities
has grown manifold. In order to meet this demand, the industry has significantly
scaled its operational capabilities to supplement government machinery towards
maintaining safety and security of citizens and their assets.
The private security industry in India is estimated to be INR 350 billion, operating
across 550 districts, directly employing more than 60 lakh individuals, notably
finding traction from the youth population of the BPL category as an employment
opportunity. This is indeed a sunrise sector, with potential to be the second-largest
employment generator and a major source of revenue for the exchequer by way of
taxes. India is estimated to be amongst the top 10 security markets in the world by
2020, which leads to significant opportunities to be leveraged. Besides adding to
the economy, it has the potential to become an extended arm of law enforcement
authorities.
The FICCI–EY report is an attempt to address various issues and key drivers of the
private security industry. I am confident that the information presented in this report
will serve as a valuable reference to all stakeholders.

A. Didar Singh
Secretary General, FICCI
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Executive summary

The global private security services industry is estimated to
be US$132 billion in 2011 and is expected to grow at a CAGR
of 7% to reach US$220 billion by 2019. However, the Indian
private security services industry is expected to grow much
faster, at 20% over the next few years, and is estimated to
grow from INR 365 billion in FY13 to INR 640 billion by FY18.
Globally, and in India, manned guarding is the key segment in
private security services space followed by cash services.
Manned guarding contributes more than 90% of the private
security services industry, and is estimated to employ more
than 6 million people. The industry is expected to witness
robust growth driven by sustained security threat perception
and increase in labor wages according to statutory guidelines.
Procurement and retention of quality manpower is the key
challenge facing the industry. Manpower procurement and
retention is expected to get tough with increase in alternate
employment opportunities and rapid rise in manpower
requirement to support the industry’s growth. The industry is
considerably fragmented today, and is expected to get more
organized, with the enactment of the PSARA Act in states,
and increase in organized play in user industry segments.
Adherence to regulatory norms, particularly those related to
wages is expected to improve going forward, and will impact
margins, which are already under pressure due to intense
competition.
Cash services business, currently a small segment of the
private security industry, is expected to grow at a rate of 25%
over the next few years. The initiative of Ministry of Finance
and introduction of white label ATMs will propel growth in the

number of ATMs. Margins, however, are under pressure due
to price competition by small players that are relatively less
compliant with global industry norms as compared to bigger
players. Security service companies in India are not allowed
to procure arms licenses, and hence, have to rely on guards
who have procured licenses in their personal capacity. Globally,
several countries allow procurement of licenses by security
service companies. A regulation that allows security agencies
to procure arms while ensuring enough checks and balances to
prevent unauthorized usage will be beneficial for the industry.
Several security service companies provide allied services
such as installation, operations and maintenance of electronic
security products such as CCTVs. Currently, while the revenues
from this segment, for large security service companies
are generally not significant, it is going to gain increased
importance as companies decide to cut operational costs and
invest more in technology products.
Despite the challenges, the security services industry is
expected to continue its growth momentum forward. Leading
companies expect strong organic growth in manned guarding,
and cash services, and are increasing their capabilities in
auxiliary services such as facility management and pest control,
or value-added services such as consultancy and training. The
industry has witnessed a spate of acquisitions and infusion
of private equity funds in the past, and will continue to have
significant potential in the future.
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Introduction

The private security services industry is one of the largest
employers in India. There are around 6–6.5 million private
security personnel employed across the country1,2,3 , and this
is expected to continue to grow in the future. The sector is
involved in skill development and employment of backward,
economically weaker sections of our society, particularly from
the rural and semi-urban areas of the country.
The sector is particularly interesting considering that despite
the economic slowdown, the industry is growing at a rapid
pace. In the last couple of decades, the private security services
industry has witnessed the emergence of home grown private
players as well as entry of multinational companies. The high
growth potential and increase in organized play makes it
an attractive market for both international as well as Indian
players. However, the industry continues to face challenges
around low compliance to regulatory norms, competition from
small, unorganized players and consequently, margin pressures
due to competition and increasing compliance and manpower
costs.
In spite of its significance to the Indian economy and its role
in employment creation, particularly for the lower strata of
the society, the private security industry is not well tracked
and understood. Moreover, there is lack of any credible source
of information/knowledge about the industry. In this context,
this report is aimed to undertake a study of the Indian private
security services and allied opportunities to assess the market
potential and future growth; to understand industry trends and
prevalent business models; and to articulate/state the future
growth plans of key industry players.
The study covers key business segments of the private security
services industry, such as manned guarding and cash services
as well as allied services such as electronic security services.

1

Number of security personnel currently as per CAPSI website – 7million

2

Number of security personnel currently as per Frost and Sullivan currently – 6
million

3

Number of security personnel currently as per Freedonia in FY11- 5.8million
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Industry structure

Exhibit 1: Industry structure
Security services industry

Manned guarding

Unorganized

Industry characteristics

••

••

Cash services

Organized

Manned guarding implies
providing guarding services
in client premises against
unauthorized access or
occupation, and guarding
property against destruction
and damage
BFSI

••

IT/ITES

••

Manufacturing

••

Retail

••

Commercial

Electronic security services

Predominantly organized

Unorganized

Organized

••

Cash services are provided to
banks for safe transit of cash
in the banking network

••

The segment includes services such as system
integration, operations and maintenance of
electronic security products in customer premises

••

Cash services are also
provided to large corporate
and retail customers for
collection of cash and
valuables

••

Segment includes large OEMs with proprietary
products and a number of system integrators

••

Key industry user segments

Key industry user segments
••

Allied services

••

BFSI is the key industry user
segment followed by retail

••

Office complexes

••

Retail

••

Airports and other public infrastructure

Focus on study

Manned guarding is the largest segment in the security services
industry and pertains to provision of manpower to secure
premises and individuals. Relevant activities within manned
guarding include surveillance and protection of industrial,
commercial and infrastructure facilities goods and people (both
static and mobile), security checks, crowd management (e.g.,
event security) and close protection.
Cash services is a relatively small but rapidly growing
opportunity. It relates to provision of secured logistics for cash
and other valuables from banks and other corporate entities.
While there are specialized cash services players, given the
synergistic nature of the services, it is also an extension of
manned guarding operations of a number of private security
services players.
While electronic security services is a substantial opportunity
(albeit significantly smaller than manned guarding), it is
primarily dominated by large international OEMs and building
solutions provider. Security service companies typically provide
electronic security services as an add-on service to their
existing customers, and are involved in installation, monitoring
and maintenance.
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Global security services market

Size and growth expectations

economies of North America and Western Europe is expected to
be driven by the economic recovery.

The global security services industry was estimated at US$132
billion4 in 2011 with the largest market being North America,
followed by Western Europe, Asia Pacific and other countries.
Exhibit 2: Global security services Industry (2002-2019)
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Key segments of the global market
The security services market comprises manned security,
electronic security systems, cash solutions, and others. Manned
security accounts for the biggest part of the security services
market with a 62%7 share of the market. Manned security is
predominantly a labor cost plus mark-up business. Security
systems and cash solutions are the other significant segments.
Exhibit 3: Global security services: Service-wise split (2011)
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5

The global security services market, which has grown at a
4%6 CAGR between 2002 and 2011, is demonstrating major
changes in its growth pattern. The developed markets of North
America and Western Europe, which used to historically drive
the global security services market, are currently registering
low rate of growth as compared to the new markets of the AsiaPacific region and other countries.

Manned Guarding
Others

7%

21%

10%

13%

20%

14%

4 Initiating Coverage on Prosegur, Kepler Capital Markets report, June 2012
5 Initiating Coverage on Prosegur, Kepler Capital Markets report, June 2012
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Cash Solutions

Exhibit 4: Global security services: User industry split (2011)

The growth of the security services industry in developed

6 Initiating Coverage on Prosegur, Kepler Capital Markets report, June 2012

Security Systems

Among its client base, industrial, government, energy/utilities
and financial institutions form around 70%8 of the market
opportunity.

In the Asia-Pacific region and other countries, there are several
countries at varying stages of economic development. The
growth of these economies, combined with security threats and
low security utilization compared to Western market levels will
drive the security services industry in the near future. Countries
such as India and China hold significant business opportunities
for security services companies as the governments in these
two countries are making investments in upgrading airports,
aviation systems, shipping ports, highways, tourism and retail
sectors.

8

62%

Industrial

Energy Utility

Government

Financial
Institutions

15%
Commercial

Retail

Ports/Airports
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Initiating Coverage on Prosegur, Kepler Capital Markets report, June 2012

8

Initiating Coverage on Prosegur, Kepler Capital Markets report, June 2012

Competitive landscape

Exhibit 7: Market share: Cash services (2011)
23%

The sector is highly fragmented with the top-5 players
accounting for not more than 20% 9 of the total market.
Even within the specific industry segments, apart from cash
solutions, all other segments are highly fragmented with top
5–7 players accounting for less than 50% share.

39%

15%

Exhibit 5:Market share: Global security services (2011)
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Exhibit 8: Market share: Electronic security services (2011)
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Exhibit 6:Market share: Manned guarding (2011)
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Key international players
G4S and Securitas are the market leaders in the security
services sector, followed by a diverse group of companies,
including ISS, Secom, Brinks and Prosegur.

9

G4S

Prosegur

ISS

UTC

Secruitas

Allied Barton

Secom

Others

Major players have varied business models. While G4S and
Prosegur focus on an integrated business model with presence
across all the segments of the security services industry, other
players such as Securitas, Secom and Brinks specialize in few
segments.

Initiating Coverage on Prosegur, Kepler Capital Markets report, June 2012
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A majority of the companies have limited presence in emerging
markets and are focused on consolidating their presence in the
existing markets, which are still fragmented.
G4S and Prosegur are the only two companies, which have
considerable presence in emerging markets with more than
25%10 and 50%11 of their revenues, respectively coming from
emerging markets, which are growing at an increased rate.
Exhibit 9: Top 10 international security service providers 12
(2012)
Name

Country

Sales
(million)

EBITDA
margin

Present in
#countries

Presence
Manned

ESS

CIT
√

G4S

UK

8,314

9%

125

√

√

Securitas

Sweden

3,187

12%

40

√

√

Secom

Japan

861,885*

13%

12

√

√

√

Prosegur

Spain

3,187

12%

13

√

√

√

Brinks

USA

3,883

9%

50+

√

Loomis

Sweden

1,305

15%

13

Allied Barton

USA

1,800

Na

1

√

Garda

Canada

1,225

18%

11+

√

Reliance

UK

NA

NA

1

√

Trends in some of the key security services
markets
Europe
Europe is one of the highly penetrated security services
markets where its growth largely tracks real GDP. Since wage
inflation is higher than the CPI inflation, growth in security
services revenue outperforms nominal GDP growth.
More than 80% 13 of sales are from contracts, which are
typically set over three years. In general, under European
laws, when contract prices are reset, the agreement needs to
be renewed. So passing on price increases will usually mean
renegotiating the contract terms. The problem is made more
acute due to unionization as wages of security guards are
mostly negotiated through collective labor agreements, which
may prove to be difficult to pass on to the customers in weak
10

European Security, HSBC Global Research, Feb 2012

11

European Security, HSBC Global Research, Feb 2012

12

European Security, HSBC Global Research, Feb 2012

13

European Security, HSBC Global Research, Feb 2012
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√
√
√
√

economic environments. This results in margin pressures during
such periods. Consequently, some companies have started
focusing on the spot business where margins are relatively
high.
Europe is a highly fragmented market with more than 50,000
players. However, in spite of being a fragmented and mature
market, the players have relatively high margins because of
regulations on training requirements and sales mix weighted
toward high margin activities such as CIT, prison outsourcing,
prisoner escorting and police support.
The US
The US is the largest security services market globally in
dollar terms. The industry is highly fragmented with more
than 16,00014 security agency companies. Out of the 16,000
companies, approximately only 1,000 companies have more
than 100 employees.
14

European Security, HSBC Global Research, Feb 2012

With the exception of the period after 9/11, security services
revenue have grown broadly in line with the GDP. For security
services companies, the mark-up on wages is not usually fixed
and wage increases needs to be negotiated with the customer,
usually on an annual basis. Given c80%–85% of the contracts
are annual, the billing rate to customers may lag behind actual
increases in wages.

Traditionally, the core of most security services businesses is
manned security, which is the provision of security guards on
the clients’ premises. It is predominantly a labor-cost plus markup business. As is true for any low-margin labor-cost plus markup business, the low manned guarding margin business requires
very disciplined and well-managed operation, especially on
costs.

The margins in the US market differ materially by activity type.
Security guarding and investigation have operating margins
(c55%–60% of total security market in 2002–09) ranging from
5% to 8%. In contrast, the margins in security systems business
can be as high as 25%–30%.

Significant competition and companies deriving increased
proportion of revenues from low margin manned security
business has led to companies working on low margins. This
has resulted in companies shifting to various adaptations to the
basic model for increasing profits:

Asia-Pacific region

•• Offering more expensive guards

The security services market in the Asia-Pacific region (exJapan) is estimated at US$28 billion15 in 2011, accounting for
21% of the world market. While the Asia-Pacific market growth
has significantly exceeded the global average over the past two
decades, low average per capita penetration of private security
services, especially in emerging markets such as India and
China, reflects the region’s relatively untapped potential.
“Leading security companies in Asia- ex- Japan include G4S
with US$1bn of revenue in the region, and strong Asia Pac
players such as the SIS Group and Certis Cisco, both with
revenues of US$500mm. While the SIS Group is one of the
leading players in Australia and India, Certis is a key player
in Singapore with operations in Malaysia, Indonesia, China,
Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, UAE and Qatar. Global companies are
also increasingly expanding or have firm plans to expand their
presence in the region with its high growth potential.”
- Leading Indian player in security services
Increasing terror threats and homicide cases in the Asia-Pacific
countries, coupled with low police officer to population ratio is
expected to lead to higher demand for private security. Unlike
the developed economies, contracts in emerging markets
have indexation measures, i.e., it is relatively easy to pass on
increase in costs to customers thereby, protecting the margins
of players.

•• Targeting more specialized market segments
•• Offering technology solutions along with manned guarding
•• Integrated facility services

India vs. key global markets: a comparative
snapshot
Security services market has grown globally from increased
security consciousness because of increasing terror threat
faced by countries and low police-to-citizen ratio resulting in the
inability of the system to cater to the needs of the population.
These factors and expected economic development will drive
the growth in demand for private security services globally.
When compared to some of the other markets, while India ranks
significantly high on terror activity index (7.15 incidents v. 3.5
incidents for US and 2.5 incidents for Europe), it has one of
the lowest police-to-citizen ratio (1.3:1,000 v. global median of
3:1,000). This fact, coupled with the expected rapid economic
development and growth in financial services, suggest that
private security services in India will grow at a faster rate than
some of the other developed and matured markets.

Given the fragmented nature of the industry, pricing will
remain a key differentiator for security agencies, especially
when cost savings become the key motivation for outsourcing.
15

European Security, HSBC Global Research, Feb 2012
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Exhibit 10: Comparison of India vs. key global markets
Parameters

The US

Europe

Asia Pacific

India

Police to citizen
ratio

2.3 16 :1,000 population

3.717: 1,000 population

2.618 :1,000 population

Has one of the lowest
police to citizen ratio of
1.3:100019 compared to
global median of 3:1000

Terror activity
(Global terrorism
activity)20

3.5

2.5

3.5

7.15

Economic
development

Being a highly
penetrated market the
growth has been largely
at the GDP rate

Being a highly
penetrated market the
growth has been largely
at the GDP rate

Asia Pacific includes a
mix of developed and
growing economies;
on account of
increasing economic
development in the
form of infrastructure
(highways, airports
etc.) , high inflation and
low penetration has
high growth in security
services

India has witnessed
rising economic
development in the
form of infrastructure
(airports, railways etc.)
and robust growth in
the financial services
space to serve the
underpenetrated market.
All these factors have
contributed to the rising
demand for security
service outsourcing

16 17 18 19 20

16 “Project.org,” U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, http://www.project.org/info.php?recordID=33
17 Eurostat crime statistics, http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Crime_statistics
18 Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies
19 Bureau of Police Research and development, Govt of India
20 Global Terrorism Index (GTI) signifies total number of incidents in a year
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Overview of private security services
market in India

The private security services market is dominated by large
multinational and Indian players on one end of the market and
a fairly fragmented, unorganized segment on the other. The
key service offerings for private security players are around
manned guarding and cash services and allied services such
as electronic security services. The Indian security services
industry has grown rapidly in the last decade, given the
continuing threat perception from crime and terrorism; demand
for security in new infrastructure projects such as airports
roads and telecom towers; emergence of modern retail and
growing need for security for movement of cash within the
banking system. The industry appears to have been relatively
less impacted by the current economic slowdown, and is
expected to grow at 20% over the next few years.
The private security services market is estimated to be INR
350–380 billion in FY13. Manned guarding is the largest
component of the private security services industry and is
expected to contribute more than 90% of the private security
services market. Cash services is expected to grow at a faster
rate as compared to the manned guarding market over the
next few years. However, considering the relative market sizes,
manned guarding is expected to be a predominant component
of the private security services market.
Exhibit 11: Market size – Private security services market
1000

350 - 380

900 - 950
40-50

900

CAGR
20%
25%

Market size (INR bn)

800
700
600
500
400

14-17

850-900

300
200

340-360

100
0

FY13E
Manned guarding

FY18P
Cash services

20%

Manned guarding

Manned guarding industry is estimated to be INR340–360
billion currently and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 20% by
FY18.
Exhibit 12: Projections for manned guarding market21
1000
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CAGR ~20%

800

41

Market size (INR bn)

700

35

600

29

500
400

24

20

300
200
100
0

490

408

340
FY13E

FY14P

FY15P

Lower estimate

588

FY16P

846

705

FY17P

FY18P

Higher estimate

21

Exhibit 13: Methodology to estimate manned guarding
market for FY1322, 23
Category

Top 10
players
Other
organized
Unorganized
Total

Number of
guards

Revenue per
Market
guard per month size
(INR bn)

5–6 lakhs

8,000-9,000

50–60

8–9 lakhs

7,000-8,000

65–80

46–49 lakhs
60–63 lakhs

~4,000

220–235
340–360

Industry discussions suggest that the number of guards
belonging to the top-10 players in the industry will be around
5–6 lakh guards and accounts for ~40% of the organized
market. Information around minimum wages, revenue per
guard for select key players and gross margins in the industry
indicate that revenue per guard for large players will be around
INR8,000–9,000 per month. Discussions also suggest that the
level of compliance and consequently, the cost of compliance
declines gradually across various tiers of players in the industry.
21

Industry discussions, EY analysis

22
23

Industry discussions, EY analysis
Note: Range for overall market size is based on estimated range of organized
and unorganized segments
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Hence, revenue per guard for other organized players has
been estimated to be marginally lower at INR 7,000–8,000 per
month. Organized proportion of the market is at approximately
35%, which leads to a market size of INR 340–360 billion for the
total manned guarding industry in India.
The manned guarding market in India has witnessed robust
growth over the last few years. Growing incidences of
terrorist attacks and crimes, and high pace of infrastructure
development has led to significant demand for security service
personnel. Furthermore, the availability of governmentemployed security personnel is limited and costly to deploy.
CISF personnel employed by the Government at the periphery
of airports, ports and other high consumption sites appear to
be more expensive and scarce as a resource as compared to
armed guards from the private sector.
“The Indian Parliament has recently passed the Central
Industrial Security Force (Amendment) Bill 2008, paving the
way for the government to provide Central Industrial Security
Force (CISF) security to private industrial establishments on
cost re-imbursement basis, besides providing CISF security
cover for Indian embassies abroad as well as for India’s UN
missions.”
- Institute for defence studies and analysis, March 2009
The increase in demand and the gap between requirement and
availability of government-employed security personnel has led
to substantial growth for the manned guarding industry.
Evolution of the manned guarding industry over time has also
contributed to the growth in demand. As the quality of trained
manpower has improved, an increasing number of companies
have been confident and willing to outsource their security
service requirements. This has led to increase in outsourcing
of security services requirements by corporate entities.
Furthermore, migration of men and women from rural to urban
areas has also led to increased availability of manpower for
private security service companies.
Growth in manned guarding industry is driven by growth in
number of guards, as well as increase in revenue per guard.
Revenue per guard is usually linked to minimum wage rates
as determined by various states on an occasional basis and is
linked to inflation. There has been a ~15% increase in minimum
wages over the last 2 years.

“The manned guarding market grows at 1.5-2x times of GDP and is also driven by increase in wages which is linked to inflation”
- Leading Indian player in security services

Fragmentation in manned guarding
Growth in the manned guarding industry has led to proliferation of a number of private security agencies. The industry is highly
fragmented, with the share of organized market currently pegged at ~35%24. The industry is expected to become more organized in
the future, with 45%–50% of the industry being organized in the next five years.
Exhibit 14: Expected trend in industry split- FY13 vs. FY18

35%

65%

52%

48%

FY13

FY18
Organized

Drivers of an increase in proportion of the organized market are
as follows:
•• Strict enforcement of regulations such as minimum wages,
provident fund norms, gratuity, insurance, etc. may also
result in an increase in number of organized players.

Unorganized

Key user segments for manned guarding
The demand for manned guarding is expected to increase
rapidly in the future, with the burgeoning of shopping malls,
SEZs, townships, IT parks and other private infrastructure
facilities.

•• Increase in private infrastructure such as malls and office
complexes, which require considerable manpower (more
than 50 guards) from a single agency, also favor organized
players.

Industrial and manufacturing, BFSI, retail and IT/ITES segments
currently form a significant proportion of revenue for most
organized players in the market.

•• Adequate training is considered to be one of the key
success factors in the industry; large organized players are
better positioned to provide cost-effective training to their
guards. 24

Manufacturing and industrial units are the major user segment
for most players. While penetration of organized players
in the large- to medium-size units is high, the SMEs and
small individual establishments continue to largely rely on
unorganized players for manned guarding services. Similarly,
while penetration of organized players is high in the organized
retail segment, most single shop/retail establishments depend
on the unorganized security service providers.

24 Industry discussions, EY analysis
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The user segments with relatively high penetration of organized
play include — BFSI, IT/ITeS, hospitality, retail and public
infrastructure. BFSI — primarily due to increase in number of
bank branches and ATM installations and retail — on account of
increase in organized retail space is expected to further witness
increased participation from organized players in the manned
guarding market in the coming years.
The imposition of stringent regulations and inspection carried
out by the pension fund department has played a major role
in the increase of organized penetration of security services in
most industries.25

Exhibit 16: Penetration and outlook for key user segments
– FY1326

Current organized
penetration

Key sectors

Growth outlook

Manufacturing and
Industrials

Telecom

Exhibit 15: Indicative split of key user segments – FY13 25
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Prevalent operating model
Revenue in manned guarding is on a per guard basis.
Companies enter a contract to supply guards across shifts
for a premise, and get paid based on the number of guards
25 Industry discussions, EY analysis
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supplied. Manpower-related expenses for the companies include
wages, bonus and statutory contributions such as PF and ESI.
Companies add a markup on the cost to company of a guard for
invoicing to the client.

Trends in pricing

Large customers often have centralized contracts with
leading security service companies, which provides better
administrative control. In certain instances, regional offices of
companies take decisions on vendors for manned guarding.

Wages for security guards employed with largely organized
players is usually linked to minimum wages as defined by each
state under the Minimum Wages Act and is usually revised from
time to time by states.

Leading companies often have branches across states, which
serve as sales offices for developing relationships at a local
level. Branches also serve as recruitment centers for guards.
Moreover they often have their own P&Ls and they are
responsible for their own revenue, costs and meeting guard
deployment requirements.

Large organized players are relatively more compliant to labor
norms, and have to make contributions related to PF and ESI
for the guards. As these contributions are linked to wages,
pricing trends for the organized sector are predominantly
governed by minimum wage guidelines. Discussions suggest
that the pricing has increased by around 15%–20% for the large
organized players, which has been in line with the increase in
minimum wages.

Large players also invest in training centers, which provide
training to develop quality manpower. This trained manpower
can then be absorbed for manned guarding requirements.

“I do not see any evolution in manned guarding business in
the next few years. Globally, the model is on a revenue per
guard basis predominantly
- Leading Indian security services player

Pricing in manned guarding segment, as stated earlier, is
predominantly on a cost plus basis.

The unorganized segment is reportedly less compliant to labor
laws, and wages in this segment are expected to be more a
function of market dynamics. Hence, pricing in the unorganized
sector is more market driven and is generally significantly lower
than the organized sector. With more stringent enforcement of
labor laws, the cost of compliance for small players is likely to
increase in future.
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Cash services

The cash services industry size is estimated to be INR14–17
billion currently, and is estimated to be growing at 25% p.a.27

Exhibit 18: Segment-wise split of cash services market28

Exhibit 17: Projections for cash services market 27
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The cash services segment is gradually evolving as a key and
fast-growing service offering within the private security services
industry. The key offerings within the cash services are:
•• ATM replenishment: Involves providing cash replenishment
and first-line maintenance services for ATM networks of
banks
•• Cash-In-Transit (CIT): Involves movement of cash and high
value items within a bank’s branch network
•• Cash Pickup and Delivery (CPD): Involves secure pickup and
delivery of cash and cheques for large corporate houses
and their business outlets
ATM replenishment is the largest segment of the cash services
market. Replenishment of approximately 80,000-90,000
ATMs in India is estimated to be outsourced to cash services
players. Industry discussions suggest that realization per ATM
is in the range of INR7,000–9,000 per month. This leads to an
estimated market size of INR7–10 billion.

28

Banks constitute one of the largest user segments of this
industry as they need to secure transport of cash for ATM
replenishments as well as cash services for bank branches.
Other user industries include modern retail and large corporate
houses.
ATM replenishment services are geared to ensure maximum
uptime of ATMs along with the best utilization of cash. While
cash replenishment in onsite ATMs (ATMs in bank premises)
is sometimes done by the bank itself, offsite ATM servicing is
often outsourced to cash services companies.
Cash pick-up and delivery services include corporate and retail
cash pickup and cheque collection services, cash, demand draft,
and traveler’s cheque delivery services at client’s doorstep.
Growth in the CPD market is expected to be driven by increase
in organized play as well as increase in branch network of large
corporate players.
The cash services market is largely organized as the transaction
involves significant amounts of cash and other valuables. The
top seven to eight players account for around 75%–80% of the
market.

Industry discussions suggest that the other two segments
in the cash services space, such as CPD and CIT business
are estimated to be around INR3–4 billion each, currently.
This pegs the cash services industry size to INR14-17 billion,
currently.

27 Industry discussions, EY analysis
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Exhibit 19: Estimated split of cash services industry

MSPs to install and manage a total of 63,000 off-site and onsite ATMs across urban and rural India.

Unorganized 10%

“The government has directed public sector banks to have
ATMs at all their branches as part of its financial inclusion
drive…In the remaining seven months of the financial year,
the 26 public sector banks will together have to set up
28,942 ATMs”
-NDTV Profit, Oct 2013
Exhibit 20: Projected growth in number of ATMs
Organized 90%

Cash services market is expected to be INR15–18 billion,
currently, and is expected to grow at 25% over the next few
years. While the ATM replenishment market is expected to grow
at a rapid rate of around 25%–30% driven primarily by growth
in number of ATMs, the CPD market is expected to grow at a
relatively slow rate of 15% over the next few years.
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Increasing number of ATM installations:

Despite, a rapid increase in the installed base of ATMs over
the last 5 years (estimated at a CAGR of ~27%), India’s ATM
penetration appears low in comparison to other developing
economies.
In terms of number of ATMs per 1,000 sq. km., India ranks
poorly as compared to some of the developed markets but
compares favorably with other developing geographies such as
Africa and Australia32.

Growth in ATM replenishment services is driven by increase in
the ATM network of banking institutions. The number of ATMs
in India is estimated to be 121,847 (Jun 2013)29 currently and
is expected to grow at ~22% till FY15, which is likely to result in
an increase in cash replenishment services.
To accelerate the growth and penetration of ATMs in the
country, the RBI in June 2012, issued guidelines on the entry
of non-bank entities in ATM operations — white label ATMs
(WLAs). The Ministry of Finance and a consortium of all the
public sector banks in India have contracted with nine different
29 Data on ATM deployment and ATM Transactions - as on quarter ended June
– 2013, RBI Database

30 Report on trend and progress of banking in India 2011-12, RBI
31 Indian Payment industry 2012, Edelweiss
32 G20 Financial Inclusion indicators, World bank database
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Growing penetration of debit cards

60

Increase in penetration of debit cards is a key growth driver for
the ATM replenishment business as an increase in number of
debit cards will lead to increase in number of ATMs, to support
debit card usage.
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Opening up of bank branches
In order to foster financial inclusion, the RBI has relaxed its
branch authorization policy such that banks do not require prior
permission to open branches in centers with population of less
than 1 lakh (subject to reporting). This is likely to result in a
rapid increase in the number of bank branches in India.
It is estimated that an additional 70,000 branches are likely
to be established across the country, from the existing base of
81,240 branches (Mar’12)34.
33 G20 Financial Inclusion indicators, World bank database
34 Branches and ATMs of Scheduled Commercial Banks, Trend and Progress of
Banking in India 2012
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Exhibit 22: Penetration of ATMs (per 100,000 adults)
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However, on account of its high population base, the country’s
ATMs per adult ratio appears to be extremely poor in
comparison to other countries33.

Exhibit 23: Number of cards per capita across countries35
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India’s penetration of debit cards per inhabitant is considerably
lower than other emerging markets, thereby suggesting
significant potential for increase going forward. The number of
debit cards in circulation is expected to increase at a CAGR of
15% over the next four years.
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Exhibit 21: Penetration of ATMs (per 1,000 sq. km)

In the ATM replenishment business, revenue is generally linked
to number of ATMs serviced on a monthly basis. Effective route
mapping is of significant importance as an increased number of
ATMs covered per day can lead to an increase in profitability for
cash management companies. Security is of utmost importance
in the cash management business, and hence, besides vans and
vehicles, companies have to make significant investments in
security to reduce possibility of theft or fraud.
For cash in transit business, banks usually hire vehicles on a
rental basis, with vehicles being dedicated to a particular bank
for particular time slots for cash transit between currency
chests and branch network.
Banks and Managed Service Providers (MSPs) are primary
customers of cash service companies.

35 Statistics on payment, clearing and settlement systems in the CPSS countries
- Figures for 2012, Bank for International Settlements

“Globally, cash management companies do a lot of work, such as common currency chest, lot of optimization work”
- Leading cash services player
Exhibit 24: Operating models in cash services
Operating models

Relationships with banks

Description
••

Cash services companies often have contracts with banks for cash in transit and ATM
replenishment activities

••

Banks often have contracts with MSPs for ATM management. However, for ATM
replenishment, banks often have direct relationships with cash service companies

••
Relationships with MSPs

In this model, banks outsource ATM maintenance and related activities to MSPs (managed
service providers). In this case, MSPs appoint cash service players as vendors for ATM
replenishment

Trends in pricing
Pricing in the ATM replenishment market is usually on a
realization per ATM basis. Realization per ATM appears to have
declined in the last few years. This has been driven by two
factors:
•• Increase in competition: Entry of players in the ATM cash
services business has led to increase in competition and
correspondingly, decline in ATM realizations. Furthermore,

banks often outsource ATM management to MSPs, who, in
turn, outsource ATM replenishment to cash service players.
Pricing is an important criterion for MSPs, which has led
to increased emphasis on pricing as the vendor selection
criteria in the cash services market.
•• Low marginal cost of servicing an ATM: Increase in plastic
money and increase in number of ATM transactions by
customers have led to an increase in geographical density
of ATMs, particularly in Metros and prominent cities.
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Electronic security services

The electronic security services market is estimated to be
INR35–40 billion36 in FY13 and is expected to grow at around
25% over the next few years.
Electronic security systems include CCTV, alarm systems,
access control systems and other electronic equipment installed
for security reasons. Honeywell, Siemens and Schneider are
the key manufacturers of these products. Electronic security
services provided by large private security companies such as
G4S, SIS and TOPSGRUP include product installation and O&M
services.
The Electronic security services market is driven by a sustained
threat perception and investments in both public and private
infrastructure. Security threat perception will contribute to
increased demand for security and surveillance systems such
as access turnstiles and CCTVs. Demand for security systems
is also expected to increase with increase in organized play of
retail and office infrastructure market. India continues to be
an attractive offshoring destination for global players, which
is likely to lead to increased investments in commercial real
estate such as in IT and ITES, thereby leading to an increase in
demand for security systems.

Private security services providers bundle electronic security
solutions along with the core offering of manned guarding with
the aim to provide integrated solutions to its customers. They
are primarily involved in installation, operation and monitoring
of the electronic security systems and compete with system
integrators who specialize in providing integrated security
systems to end-users. However, the electronic security solutions
space is dominated by major global and Indian OEMs, such as
Honeywell, Siemens, UTC, Zicom, etc., since they primarily
deal directly with customers. Some of these OEMs have been
developing/acquiring system integration capabilities to further
augment their offerings in the Indian market.
Consequently, while the electronic security services is a
lucrative and rapidly growing segment, the current addressable
opportunity for private security services players is relatively
smaller. Future growth in this segment will be dependent on the
ability of the private security services players to develop strong
product portfolio and execution capabilities to compete with the
larger OEMs operating in this market.

Exhibit 25: Value chain in electronic security services

Controls OEMs
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Small but evolving channel – Large security service companies install
electronic security products and provide an integrated solution of
manned guarding and monitoring of electronic security systems

Emerging channel with the need for remote monitoring & control of
IP devices. Large IT companies have entered this space

Property
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Unlike developed countries, OEMs in India deal directly with customers instead
of going through system integrators. However, with emergence of system integrators,
the channel importance may converge towards developed countries’ norms
Major channel
Presence of security services

36

36 Industry discussions, EY estimate
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Critical success factors in the
industry

Critical success factors

Description

Competitive pricing and sustenance of margins

•• Pricing plays an important role, since it is an extremely competitive market
with little differentiation perceived by customers.
•• Manned guarding, which forms the majority of the security services market,
predominantly works on labor cost plus mark-up model. There is strong
emphasis on controlling costs since it is a low-margin business.

Strong local/regional presence and influence

•• Strong local influence is required for smooth coordination with local
authorities and better management of industrial relationships especially in
industrial and retail sectors.
•• Furthermore, many clients insist on having high proportion of local
manpower with fluency in regional languages.
•• Local presence also helps the companies to meet the incremental demands
of clients and enhances their ability to scale up in limited time.

Trained manpower and background checks

•• High attrition rate and shortage of skilled manpower is a critical issue in
the industry. Continuous supply of manpower is critical to meet client
requirement and ensure serviceability. The demand supply gap tilts the
balance of power in favor of the manpower. Consequently, some agencies
reportedly pay more than average minimum wages to ensure high retention
rate.
•• A growing push toward better training, background checks, and
professionalizing the local industry will help to counterbalance distrust
and any mishaps. Training is particularly important since many guards are
recruited from rural areas and are unfamiliar with many aspects of working
in urban areas, but are quickly expected to know who should be allowed in a
facility, spot trouble, and serve as first responders in cases of accidents and
fires.

Adherence/ compliance to regulations

•• It is imperative for companies to meet compliance requirements of clients
through strong MIS and IR management, which is critical to sustain the
confidence of large corporate customers.
•• Similarly, adherence to key regulations governing the industry is also
important to ensure smooth operation and confidence of customers.

Effective route mapping for cash services

•• In the cash services business, effective route mapping is very important to
ensure efficient and profitable operations.
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Key challenges in the industry

In spite of rapid growth over the last few years, the industry
faces a number of challenges, which could impact future
potential. These challenges are around the availability and
retention of quality manpower, managing costs associated with
compliance and regulatory challenges in acquiring firearms.

often require trained security personnel. However, several
players, particularly in the unorganized sector, do not
appear to invest significantly in training infrastructure.
2. High attrition rates:
Attrition is a major cause for concern in the security
services industry. This is due to several factors such a
poor benefits and compensation packages, improper
understanding of the operating environment, and lack of
development opportunities to allow employees to grow.

1. Lack of quality manpower:
The private security services industry is manpower
intensive, and requires a considerable number of personnel
to sustain its growth momentum. However, availability of
quality manpower is one of the key issues plaguing the
industry. A majority of security guards do not receive
significant higher wages than the stipulated minimum
wages. This makes it difficult to attract and retain
personnel.
Furthermore, a large number of manpower comes from
rural areas. However, schemes such as Mahatma Gandhi
National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) have
led to creation of employment opportunities in rural India
and hence, have resulted in a decline in flow of manpower
from rural areas that can be deployed in the security
services industry.

3. Compliance requirements:
Increasing compliance requirements such as training and
minimum wages can lead to escalation of costs, which
pressurizes margins as well as reduces the attractiveness
of certain opportunities for leading players, where the
unorganized sector, with low compliance costs, will be more
cost competitive.
4. Ability to acquire firearms:

Furthermore, with upgrading of skills and technical
capabilities, security guards explore alternate employment
options such as cab driving, electrician, etc., which enables
them to enhance their income.
A related issue plaguing the industry is availability of
quality manpower. Industry discussions suggest that clients

Security services firms, especially those operating in cash
services, deal with physical movement and storage of
currency notes and other valuables. Enhanced security
such as an ability to carry firearms is usually a requirement
to ensure safe transport of these high value items.
However, private security service companies cannot get
licensed firearms, and have to rely on guards, who have got
the license to carry firearms for their personal use.

Illustrative 26: Factors driving migration of labor
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Regulatory framework in the
security services industry

Growth in requirements of private security services has led
to a rapid proliferation in the number of companies operating
in this industry. The Government of India (GoI) has enacted
The Private Security Agencies (Regulation) Act, 2005 to
provide guidelines for regulation of the industry. Several state
governments have enacted the PSARA Act where the state
government have laid down the guidelines related to the
security services industry such as licensing norms and training
requirements for guards. All private security agencies in the
state have to be licensed under this act.
There does not seem to be any regulation pertaining
specifically to the cash services industry. The leading cash
service companies have made representations to the GoI to
devise a regulatory framework for the cash services industry,
and have recently formed an association to introduce global
standards and best practices for the cash services industry.
Exhibit 27: Key regulations and the current state of
compliance
Compliance Parameters
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The security services industry is labor intensive, and
consequently, is governed by a number of regulations related to
wages, working hours and training. Other than the PSARA Act,
which has guidelines related to licensing and training that needs

to be provided to guards, the Minimum Wage Act and Employee
State Insurance Act are some of the other regulations that have
an impact on the industry.
Industry discussions suggest that the level of compliance to
labor laws is higher in the organized sector, as compared to the
unorganized sector. While the organized sector largely appears
to adhere to minimum wage regulations, the unorganized
sector often pays less than minimum wages. Labor laws
also stipulate payment of overtime at wages higher than the
standard wage rate for hours exceeding the normal shift hours.
Baring a few large players, the compliance to overtime rules
may be limited with clients paying overtime wages at standard
wage rates.
Training imparted to guards is another area where companies,
especially in the unorganized sector, may not fully adhere to
regulations. The PSARA Act mandates minimum number of
hours of training for guards. While some of the leading players
provide training, the investment in training infrastructure by the
unorganized sector largely remains inadequate.
“PSARA says that companies need to have training schools in
every state, however, that is usually not followed”
-Leading international player in security services
The security services industry is gradually and increasingly
adhering to regulatory norms. Increasing awareness among
clients about labor laws is also expected to improve compliance
levels for the industry. Another driver for increasing adherence
to regulatory norms is the rapid growth of the market. As the
companies grow in size and achieve scale, they will have to
improve procedures for better people management, which is
likely to lead to increased adherence to compliance.
“ Some large customers are shifting to integrated contracts
with larger security services players and this provides them
with better control, a single point of contact, and a better
view on adherence to compliance norms by the agency”
Leading pan-India security services agency
While there is an increased awareness about labor guidelines,
improved adherence could have significant impact on costs,
particularly for the unorganized players. Intense competition in
the market implies that some of these smaller companies may
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find it difficult to adhere to regulatory norms, and maintain
profitability.

Key regulatory reforms proposed
Ability to procure and store firearms
The private security agencies are involved in a variety of
operations that require armed personnel. Cash services is one
such service where armed guards are critical for transport and
storage of cash and valuables. Use of arms by guards during
employment with private security agencies is construed as
usage of arms for commercial purpose. There is limited clarity
on usage of arms for commercial purposes under the current
statutory norms.
“The general interpretation by state authorities is that
private guards can’t use arms for commercial purpose.”
-Large west-based security services player
“We had earlier got an arms license in one state. However,
after introduction of PSARA, grant of licenses by state
authorities has become restricted”
-Large west-based security services player

“Decision to grant arms licences to such private security
agencies fulfilling certain criteria, to enable them to carry
certain number of weapons of prescribed description in order
to carry out their duties for security, will be announced in due
course..”
-Arms and ammunition policy for individuals,
Ministry of Home Affairs

“Police in many states have objected to the use of armed
security guards, saying that private arm licences cannot be
used for purposes other than those defined by the law….
This has led to the staff crunch at cash services firms, which
don’t get a formal licence to operate armed services for cash
services.”
- Leading English newsportal, October 2013
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“Authorities have taken the stand that arms issued for self
defence to individuals cannot be used for providing security
services.”
-Leading English newsportal, October 2013
Another model of employing armed guards is leveraging the
licenses procured by commercial establishments. Commercial
establishments can seek commercial arms licenses, according
to the MHA circular, which can then be provided to employed
staff as retainer for the protection of the establishment.
Considering the liabilities involved in usage of arms, commercial
establishments are often not willing to procure sufficient
number of arms required for safe transport of cash and
valuables.
Arguing against the issue of commercial arms licenses, the
GoI in April 2013 told the Supreme Court that that there is
absolutely no regulation to govern or restrict use of arms by
private security agencies.
“The security agencies are given licence for the arms...It
could lead to (creation of) private army”
Additional Solicitor General Siddharta Luthra to a Supreme
Court bench, Leading English newsportal, , April 2013
Inability to procure arms is one of the most acute problems
being faced by security agencies, particularly cash services
companies that need armed guards for storage and transport
of valuables. This exposes these companies to significant
business and operational risks. It is expected to become more
challenging as the cash industry grows at a rapid pace. A
regulation that allows security agencies to procure arms while
ensuring enough checks and balances to prevent unauthorized
usage will be beneficial to the industry.
“Some other countries do allow gun licenses, however
any law should be formed keeping the socio-economic and
political realities pertaining to India.”
- Leading cash services player

“Different countries have different laws. In some
countries, security agencies have log books for counting of
ammunitions”
- Leading international security services player

“Last month a committee headed by Arvind Mayaram,
secretary at the department of economic affairs,
recommended that 100% foreign direct investment be allowed
in the country’s private security sector”
- Leading business newsportal, , July 2013

Lack of standards for cash services
Industry reports suggest that cash services companies
transport INR150 billion of cash daily. Significant amount
of cash is also stored in cash vaults. However, there does not
appear to be any regulations governing the cash services
industry in particular. This implies that a player, which does not
adhere to norms required for safe transit for valuables, can
also enter the market. Lack of adequate safety procedures and
minimal standards for operations can lead to an increase in
theft or fraud in the cash services industry, and is a cause for
serious concern.
“We have asked the government to set guidelines on things
like net worth, fleet size. This will increase costs for the banks
and for cash services companies, but it is important. If this
problem of minimum standards is not solved, it could lead to
an increase in crime rate.”
-Leading cash services player
Hence, the industry has requested the GoI to set some
minimum guidelines related to norms such as operating
standards, stipulation of net worth requirements of cash
services company and fleet size.
FDI limit in security services
Current norms stipulate Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) of up
to 49% in the security services industry. Strong growth in the
security services industry has attracted foreign investments
in some of the large players in the industry, and some players
have suggested an increase in FDI limit to fund their growth
plans. Media reports indicate that the GoI is considering an
increase in FDI limit in the sector; however, industry discussions
suggest that there are no imminent changes in the near future.

Increasing the FDI limit will need political consensus in the
Indian Parliament, which may be difficult given the sensitivities
around manning of establishments with strategic and national
significance such as oil refineries and R&D institutions.
“We can’t understand how the Centre can allow 100 per
cent foreign ownership in the private security sector, as
they are deployed at highly sensitive sites, where they can
access technological equipment that could be misused to
compromise national security”
- Senior political leader, English newsportal,
October June 2013

“In some countries such as US, UK, foreign companies can
own 100% of equity and have complete ownership of the firm.
This is possible as critical infrastructure there is not guarded
by private companies”.
- Leading security services player
Enforcement activities by manned guards
Private security officers in India are not empowered to
carry out enforcement activities such as right to detention.
Industry discussions suggest that some players are in favor
of appropriate changes being made within the specific laws
to allow the private security agency to perform certain
enforcement activities to maintain security. However,
considering that a significant number of guards in the industry
are not adequately trained, it may be imperative to devise
a framework with adequate checks and balances prior to
empowering private security agencies to perform non-critical
duties.
Adherence to compliance norms is another factor, which may
need to be taken into consideration before empowering manned
guards.
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Categorization of personnel as skilled workers
Private security guards are categorized as “unskilled’ or “semiskilled” workers. However, guards often perform functions such
as managing access control and carrying out safety protocols,
which require a certain level of skill.
Categorization of guards as “skilled labor” can lead to increase
in wage requirements as minimum wages associated with
“skilled labor” are higher than that for “semi-skilled labor” and
“unskilled labor”. Increase in wages can lead to lower attrition
in the industry, and can also lead to improvement in quality
of guards. Some of the leading players in the industry believe
that they would largely be able to pass through the increased
costs to the customers as a significant number of customers are
aware of regulatory norms and would prefer to be compliant.
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However, the gap between wages paid by small players and
revised wages for “semi-skilled’/”skilled” category would widen,
resulting in some impact on the shift towards organized play.
This may not be desirable from an industry perspective.
Enactment of proposed regulations such as ability to procure
licenses for firearms and minimum operating standards in cash
services industry are expected to be positive for the industry,
particularly the larger players, since this can aid in scaling up
operations and make the industry more mature.

Competitive landscape

Strategic groupings in the industry

security services industry.

The security services industry appears to be highly fragmented,
with several small players offering niche services and larger
players offering a portfolio of offerings.

A majority of the national/international players in the private
security services industry offer a host of services such as
manned guarding and cash services.

G4S, SIS, Securitas India, ISS and TOPSGRUP are some of the
large players in the industry, who have presence both in India
as well as globally. G4S group is the largest security services
provider globally with a presence in North and Latin America,
Africa, Europe and Asia Pacific, ISS is also one of the largest
players globally with presence in America, Europe, Asia and
South Pacific. Apart from being the second-largest player in
India, SIS is one of the largest manned guarding players in
Australia. Topsgrup, after its acquisition of Shield Guarding,
has a significant presence in the UK. The Securitas Group has
presence in 52 markets globally and is present in India through
a partnership with Walsons Services.

Eagle Security Service, Sentinel Security and Hunter Security
and are some of the strong regional players in the industry.
Eagle Security has presence in Tamil Nadu, Karnataka & Andhra
Pradesh. Sentinel Security Services provides security personnel
in North India, while Hunter Security, part of Nikam Group,
operate in more than ten cities within six states.

Checkmate, TRIG Guard force, NISA, Bombay Intelligence
Security India AP Securitas and Globe Detective Agency are
some of the other large national and regional players in the
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In cash services, the industry is highly organized with CMS Info
Systems, Writer Safeguard, Brinks Arya, SIS Prosegur and ISS
SDB being some of the leading industry players focused on cash
management services.
At the other end of the spectrum, the private security
services industry is highly unorganized with a number of
small local players. The industry estimate is that there will be
around 15,000 such smaller players, indicating the extent
of fragmentation. Small players often focus only on manned
guarding business.

Company
name

Revenue
(INR Mn)

EBITDA (%) Rev
Growth
(%)

No of
guards

Major
markets

Presence
Manned

ESS

CIT

Others

G4S

16,569

4%1

16%

143,000

Pan India

SIS

6,517

21%

29%

45,000

Pan India

TOPSGRUP *

3,052

6%

2%

35,000

West

√
√
√

3,976

4%1

13%

40,000

West

√
√
√
√

√
√
√

Checkmate
Peregrine

NA

NA

NA

18,500

53 cities

ISS SDB^

3,896

9%

25%

26,000

South

√

√

Sentinels
Security^

431

9%

11%

NA

North

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Securitas ^

1,978

5%1

32%

20,000

North , West
and South
focus

√

√

Brinks Arya^

1,751

18%

22%

NA

West

Writer
Safeguard^

1,087

2%2

20%

NA

Pan India

√
√

√
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√

√
√
√

VCCEdge, Ministry of Corporate Affairs, ICRA, Business press, Company websites ^FY12, Revenue growth is over 2 years, 1) PBT, 2) PAT *FY11 figures, number
of guards for TOPSGRUP is based on figures for trained, non-unionized personnel for Tops Security Guards from ICRA report dated Aug 2013; however, discussions
suggest that the number could be as high as 85,000
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Future strategy of key players
Manned guarding market and cash services market are growing
at a rapid pace, and companies that we spoke to suggested
that organic growth is a key part of their growth strategy. Given
the relevance for local presence, players in the industry are
expanding their geographical reach across the country. They
are also exploring opportunities in user segments that they are
currently not present in.
Technology-enabled services, such as remote site monitoring,
installation and operating of electronic security services are
also some of the key avenues of growth being evaluated by
large companies.
Given the pressure on margins in security services space,
players are also developing capabilities in relatively high
value services such as consultancy, training and investigation
services.
Companies in the cash services market expect a significant
increase in number of ATMs driven by the Ministry of Finance
initiative and white label ATMs. The players in this market hope
to increase their market share in ATM replenishment from the
incremental ATMs.
Apart from organic growth, inorganic growth continues to be
one of the key elements of future strategy. However, high level
of fragmentation and lack of compliance among smaller players
will act as a deterrent to execution of inorganic growth strategy
of these players.
There have been a number of M&A transactions in the industry
in the past, and given the growth potential, the industry is
expected to be attractive for strategic investments going
forward.
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Outlook
The security services industry is expected to witness rapid
growth in the next three to four years. Manned guarding
market is expected to grow, driven by increase in requirement
of guards and rise in wages. Growing awareness around
compliance norms among customers is also expected to
increase organized play in the industry. The organized
penetration in the manned guarding sector is expected to
increase due to growth in the industries with more stringent
regulations such as education and health care. The cash
services are expected to witness rapid growth driven by
increase in number of ATMs.
Our discussions suggest that the industry has made
representations to the GoI for certain amendments/additions
to the regulatory framework such as an ability to procure
licenses for firearms and minimum operating standards for
cash services. The proposed changes, if implemented, are
likely to benefit the industry. The industry is also hopeful
that, with growing awareness around the need and cost for
compliance, customers will be willing to bear incremental
costs to improve compliance levels. Regulatory clarity and
strong compliance across the industry will also make it more
attractive for future investments and entry of other global
majors, further enhancing its relevance to the Indian economy
as a major source of employment generator.
Procurement and retention of quality manpower remains
a challenge in the industry, and is likely to remain so in the
next three to four years. Apart from this, margin pressure
continues to exist in the organized segment and hence, cost
optimization and effective manpower management are pivotal
for the profitable growth of the industry.
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Key growth enablers

In future to sustain growth and address business challenges in the industry, it will be imperative for the companies to fine tune their
strategies and operating procedures. Some of the key growth enablers and related considerations are:

Key growth enablers

Description

Roadmap/future growth
strategy

•• Given the growth potential and intense competition in the industry, developing a robust strategy
roadmap to channelize capital and management bandwidth across various high growth segments
such as manned guarding, cash management and related services is important.
•• Companies will need to identify their future focus areas for growth and develop a robust plan to
evaluate new initiatives related to existing business verticals and entry into new business segments
(such as electronic security services, facility management, etc.)

Operational excellence

•• Growth in security service companies will be fuelled by growth in manpower employed by the
security services companies. With declining margins and shortage of skilled manpower, companies
will need to leverage technology and develop standard operating procedures and develop costeffective measures for manpower management.
•• Similarly, in the cash services segment, with the restriction on procurement of commercial arms
licenses, using technology and adopting global safety procedures to prevent theft or fraud is
assuming increased significance.
•• Furthermore, cash services players will need to effectively manage route mapping as an increased
number of ATMs covered per day can lead to an increase in profitability for them.

Strict regulatory
compliance

•• Increase in adherence to regulatory norms can contribute to growth of the industry. Increased
awareness among customers about compliance related norms and increase in organized play in
user. Industry segments are expected to emphasize on compliance. A company that scores better
on wage-related compliance norms will be able to retain and attract quality manpower.

Value added services

•• Companies, in order to grow, will need to increase share of customers’ wallet by leveraging existing
credentials and relationships for auxiliary offerings such as facility management and pest control.
•• Considering the margin pressures in the industry, companies are likely to need to develop
capabilities to provide value-added services such as consultancy and training, which may offer
better margins.

Strong customer focus

•• Flexibility in service delivery and regular touch points with customers to gauge manpower
requirement and plan for them is critical for client retention.
•• Developing robust procedures for manpower management and client interaction can help
companies retain and grow key accounts.
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